Analysability in relation to early psychopathology.
Analysability is a highly important subject, both in the treatment of patients and in selecting candidates for analytical training. The assessment of analysability can be studied from two complementary points of view: the dynamic (with the data obtained in the preliminary interviews) and the genetic (with data obtained from early childhood by means of psychoanalytical treatment). The purpose of this study will be to contribute to the study of analysability from the genetic point of view. When one goes deeper into the analysis of a patient there may be doubts as to the limits and possibilities of his analysability. The same occurs with regard to the assessment of the amount of psychic changes made by the patient. The study of analysability related to early psychopathology can help us clear up such problems. Summaries of two psychoanalytical treatments with commentaries are presented: one with understandable limitations in analysis and the other which will be difficult to analyse. In the final considerations, based on the aforementioned clinical examples and on many others, experiences of reasonable initial psychic development are mentioned, and early psychopathological experiences--traumas, deprivations, bad relationships with important objects--which determine analysability or its limitations, obstacles or even impossibility.